class of 1980

Tabetha Fray
Vice President

I am running for vice president of the freshman class because I feel students can be represented in the Institute's administration if they have enthusiastic leadership. The main functions of the class officers should be the organization of class activities and the creation and maintenance of open lines of communication between the students and the administration.

The class social programs have been neglected in the past. Various fund-raising functions could be carried out which would help finance a class activity such as a party, picnic or outing. Activities like this would not get us to know each other better but would help organize the class usually in its early four years here. I feel unified classes have a greater impact on the administration of the Institute.

Craig Goldman

In the past few years, the offices of the sophomore class have deteriorated still now that is left other than the titles. This situation is ridiculous! How can much be done if the class officers are willing to work. Class rings could certainly be organized with great fun. The sophomore class could be organized and sponsored. The possibilities are limitless but these things can only happen if the class officers are willing to work with the class to make them happen.

On election day, please think about whom you are voting. It's about time class officers do their job right.

Bill Cimino
Secretary-Treasurer

Class officers have been of negligible utility to the members of the class for much too long. Sophomore officers have not acquired useful experience in the field of art, pancreas, and give谱s, a coffee house, and possibly even a step party can be organized and sponsored. The possibilities are limitless but these things can only happen if the class officers are willing to work with the class to make them happen.

On election day, please think about whom you are voting. It's about time class officers do their job right.

Robert Schaffer

I am only six, but I talk like I'm twenty because I go to MIT. I was accepted during R.O. week, and so I am not a typical freshman. I am not tall and almost not tall enough. In fact, I am just right.

An issue of major importance is educational policy. It's hard to enjoy a meal when you're choking on it, which is the way most MIT courses are set up. We shall not escape from intense classes, so why are we losing the Writing Program? The whole question of humanities is far more involved. You can't deny that academics is important to the students here. And yet there seems little motivation to do more than shake our heads at the Institute. At first during another problem set. If we spoke up maybe people would listen.

Debra Utko

What is required supposed to be? Type, take minutes, organize, edit. If you've taken a look at the 1979 ring you will agree that there are a few designs which need changing: namely, the periods after the initials MIT, and the size of the men. I feel that we need someone who is educated and experienced in the field of art, such as myself, to insure that our ring is as aesthetically pleasing as possible.

Charles Lutz

Exexecomm of the class of 1980 is in a position I have been considering for some time now. As class president the past two years, I have acquired useful experience in handling student government matters. So far here at MIT, I have been elected Phi Gamma Delta freshman class president. Now I want to devote some time to help organize the activities of the class of 1980.

I am willing to spend the time and the energy needed to do the job right.

Debra Utko

What is required supposed to be? Type, take minutes, obviously...need you go on? At any rate, a secretary of the class of 1980. As class president the past two years, I have acquired useful experience in handling student government matters. So far here at MIT, I have been elected Phi Gamma Delta freshman class president. Now I want to devote some time to help organize the activities of the class of 1980.

Russ Steinweg

In the past, class governments have been dead and inactive. This is also true of the school in general. I'd like to change this if for no other facts. Our class should definitely sponsor some parties. In addition, it has been suggested to me that we arrange a concert. Social activities like these are what we need. It is time for MIT to wake up.

Robert Matteo
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